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A Word from the  

2015 Program Chair 

Michael Carniello 

Astellas Pharma 

Before jumping into the 2015 plans, I note that 2014 
ain’t over yet!  Be sure to check out the two remaining 
2014 webinars (see p. 2). In 2015, we will continue our 
tradition of sponsoring webinars throughout the year, 
including a session or two on the hot topic of 
Reproducible Research. If you have an idea that you’d 
like see or present, please contact me. 

At the 2015 JSM in Seattle, our section will sponsor an 
invited session titled “Bringing Joint Models into the 
Toolbox of Practicing Statisticians: Recent Software 
Advances.” If you plan to attend the conference, I 
strongly encourage you to participate. The online 
submission of abstracts, invited posters, introductory 
overview lectures, topic-contributed, and contributed 
abstracts starts on December 2, 2014 and closes on 
February 2, 2015. 

 

 

 

 

A Word from the 2014 Section Chair 

Vipin Arora 

Eli Lilly and Company 

Welcome to the SSPA‘s first newsletter.   In 2007, Dr. Mingxiu Yu, Monica Johnston, and others  
recognized the need for an ASA section that serves the needs of statistical programmers and analysts, who 
represent a large pool of professionals in business and academia. On January 1, 2009, SSPA was officially 
recognized as a Section of the ASA.   

Thanks to the dedication and efforts of the Executive Officers and members, the SSPA grew to 750 members and 
amassed over $20,000 within two years. The reserves continued to rise during subsequent years due to strategic 
educational initiatives such as webinars and short courses. As Chair-Elect in 2013, I envisioned the Section reaching 
a membership goal of 1,000 by the end of my tenure. I am extremely delighted to share that this goal was 
achieved in September 2014!                                                                                                                        (Continued, p. 4) 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

See Page 4 to learn how to edit or replace this picture. 

The styles available in this template allow you to change the look of your headlines and other text. The following is a 

list of some common styles and their uses. 

Body Text - Use this style for the regular text of an article. 

Byline - Use this style for the name of the author of an article. 

Byline Company - Use this style to type the author’s company. 

SIDEBAR HEAD - Use this style to type a second-level heading in a sidebar article. 
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Featuring Local Activities 

 

Have you taken part in a local activity that promotes 

statistics or programming in your community?  We 

would love to feature you in our next newsletter!  

Potential activities include: 

 Speaking to a local school about careers in 

statistics 

 Judging a science fair 

 Helping students create statistical posters or 

projects  

 

Send ideas and pictures to Rick Wicklin, the Newsletter 

editor. 
 

Upcoming Webinars 

 

Did you know that the SSPA sponsors web-based lectures on topics that are relevant to its members? The cost for SSPA 

members is only $40, and you are welcome to invite your friends and colleagues to watch the webinar with you. Register 

for the following webinars: 

 “Coordinating Collection, Analysis, and Submission of Clinical Trials Data with Metadata Standards, Part I,” 

Tuesday, October 21, 2014, 12:00–1:30 p.m. EDT. Register before October 17, 12:00 p.m. EDT. 

 “Coordinating Collection, Analysis, and Submission of Clinical Trials Data with Metadata Standards, Part II,” 

Tuesday, November 4, 2014, 12:00–1:30 p.m. EST. Register before October 31, 12:00 p.m. EDT. 

 

Do you know a good speaker for a future webinar? Contact Mike Carniello, the 2015 Program Chair. 

 

SSPA Booth at JSM 

 
Once again the SSPA had a booth the JSM. Located near the 
registration area, the booth was manned by SSPA officers 
and members during the meetings.  Attendees who stopped 
by the booth were offered a fresh-baked cookie and 
brochures about the advantages of joining the Section. They 
could also complete a short survey about themselves and 
indicate ways that the Section could serve them better. 
 

 
 

Michael Carniello mans the SSPA booth at JSM 2014 

SSPA Officers Featured in 

Amstat News 

 

Two officers of the SSPA were recently featured in the 

AmstatNews: 

 An interview with Rick Wicklin, Publications 

Officer, appeared in the September 2014 

article “Which Career Path Will You Follow?”  

 Natalie Cheung Hall, Council of Sections 

Representative, wrote an article entitled “You 

Are the Master of Your Master’s.”  

 

Rick’s advice to young statisticians is “never stop 

learning,” and Natalie emphasizes the importance of 

continuing to learn after graduating from school. What 

better way to learn than to participate in the SSPA! 

http://magazine.amstat.org/blog/2014/08/01/poster-winners/
http://magazine.amstat.org/blog/2014/08/01/poster-winners/
mailto:Rick.Wicklin@sas.com
http://www.amstat.org/education/weblectures/index.cfm
http://www.amstat.org/education/weblectures/index.cfm
mailto:michael.carniello@astellas.com?subject=Idea%20for%20SSPA%20Webinar
http://magazine.amstat.org/blog/2014/09/01/career-path/
http://magazine.amstat.org/blog/2014/10/01/masters-oct14/
http://magazine.amstat.org/blog/2014/10/01/masters-oct14/
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SSPA Mixer 

 
What is the best way to connect with colleagues who 
share your interests? Attend the annual business 
meeting and mixer at JSM! The mixer features free 
food and beverages, time to mingle with colleagues, a 
short business meeting, and fantastic door prizes such 
as books, gift certificates, and software. 
 

 
 

Vipin Arora welcomes attendees to the mixer 

Overview of JSM 2014 

 
This year’s JSM 2014 in Boston was the largest meeting in JSM history, with 6,809 attendees. The SSPA offered several 
sessions, roundtables, and continuing education activities: 
Invited Sessions 

 “Global Impact of Statistics in Biological Sciences” 
 
Topic-Contributed and Contributed Sessions 

 “Reproducibility and Replication: Impact on Statisticians and Statistical Programmers” 

 “The World of Statistical Analysis Professionals” 
 Various contributed papers and posters, including new “speed sessions” at which presenters highlight their 

posters in five minutes or less 

 

Continuing Education Courses 

 “Take Your R Skills to the Next Level,” by Isabella R. Ghement, was a hands-on course attended by 21 students. 

 “Techniques for Simulating Data in SAS,” by Rick Wicklin, was attended by 51 students. 
 

Roundtable Discussions 

 “Inconsistencies in Estimating Propensity Scores,” by William Holmes 

 “Infrastructure for Growth,” by Amber Randall and William Coar 

 “What Can Statisticians Learn from Software Engineers?” by John Castelloe 

 “Real-World Evidence and Clinical Databases: Merging the Information,” by Vipin Arora 
 

Candidates Needed for the 

SSPA Elections! 

 
Past-Chair Jyoti Rayamajhi is accepting nominations for 
the upcoming SSPA elections.  Six positions are available, 
including the 2016 Chair-Elect and the 2016 Program 
Chair-Elect positions.  Not ready to take on such an 
important role? Ease yourself into the SSPA Executive 
Committee by running for treasurer, secretary, or 
publications officer. If you want to mix and mingle with 
ASA members from other sections, consider becoming our 
representative to the Council of Sections. 
 
The ASA is an all-volunteer organization, so we need your 
involvement. Send your nomination to Jyoti Rayamajhi. 

 

 

 

mailto:RAYAMAJHI_JYOTI@LILLY.COM
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 A Word from the Section 

Chair (Continued from p. 1) 

 

This explosive growth was made possible by the officers 
and members. Our section has implemented innovative 
ideas that make us the envy of other ASA Sections. I still 
recall hearing comments at JSM 2014 such as “How did 
you do it?”, “I really like your Section!”, and “I always get 
a response when I ask a question.” 
 
Many thanks to the current, past, and elected SSPA 
Officers for their ongoing passion to improve what we do 
in our profession.  Our Section’s robust position (1000+ 
members, reserves of $40,000) puts us in a strong 
position to tackle problems associated with Big Data. 
How can we select and apply tools to solve complex 
problems? How can we best communicate the results?  
I have written a blog post (login required) that details 
some of my thoughts in this area. 
 
I challenge past, current, and future SSPA officers and 
our members to encourage innovation at all levels. I 
hope that this newsletter will enable us to share our 
continued excitement, our progress, and our challenges. 
Let us share the best practices that channel the 
tremendous flow of Big Data and create rich, fertile 
valleys of information that can help make our world a 
better place to live, not only for us but for the next 
generations. 

2014 SSPA Executive Committee 

Chair: Vipin Arora 

Chair-Elect: Nancy Petersen 

Past Chair: Jyoti Rayamajhi 

Program Chair: Mario Morales 

Program Chair Elect: Michael Carniello 

Secretary: Lauren Bailey  

Treasurer: Nakisha Boulware Reid 

Publications Officer: Rick Wicklin  

Section Representative: Kuolong Hu 

Council of Sections Representative: Natalie Cheung Hall 

Section web page: 

http://community.amstat.org/SSPA/home/ 

 

Newsletter editor: Rick Wicklin 

Financial Support for 

Students and Recent 

Graduates 

 

Did you know that the SSPA has two small grant 
programs for students and recent graduates who are 
SSPA members? Help us spread the word! 

 The SSPA Conference Grant will pay the 

registration fees for any ASA conference, such as 

the summer JSM or the winter Conference on 

Statistical Practice. See the grant guidelines to 

learn more and to download an application.  

 The Monsanto Company has recently donated 
$1,000 to support student members of the 
Section who are traveling to JSM.  The executive 
committee was not able to award this gift prior 
to the 2014 JSM, but will be looking at a way to 
support one or two students for future 
conferences.  Look for future announcements 
about how to apply for the Monsanto Grant. 

Mentoring: Any Interest? 

 

At a recent meeting of the SSPA Executive Committee, 
there was a discussion of whether the Section should 
attempt to establish a mentoring program that connects 
new statistical programmers with more experienced 
members of the section. A program like this fits into the 
recent ASA emphasis on mentoring and has the potential 
to attract students and young professionals to the 
section.  However, a program also requires a cadre of 
experienced and willing mentors. If you have interest in 
this program or opinions on whether or not it is a good 
idea, please contact Nancy Petersen, the 2015 Section 
Chair. 

http://community.amstat.org/blogs/vipin-arora/2014/10/14/time-to-push-our-analytical-skills-to-the-next-level
mailto:varora@lilly.com
mailto:Nancy_Petersen@sbcglobal.net
mailto:RAYAMAJHI_JYOTI@LILLY.COM
mailto:emetricz@hotmail.com
mailto:michael.carniello@astellas.com
mailto:Lauren.Bailey6@va.gov
mailto:nakishaboulwarereid@icloud.com
mailto:Rick.Wicklin@sas.com
mailto:kuolungh@amgen.com
mailto:hall_natalie_cheung@lilly.com
http://community.amstat.org/SSPA/home/
mailto:Rick.Wicklin@sas.com
http://community.amstat.org/amstat/blogs/BlogViewer/?BlogKey=c9fe26a0-0f42-46e1-b0ff-b3d706bd8fbf
mailto:Nancy_Petersen@sbcglobal.net

